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Introduction 

At the outset, let me express my gratitude for your volunteer efforts on behalf of the Brighton 

Area Schools community. Through our collaborative Technology Advisory Committee work, we 

have a tremendous opportunity to impact the next generation of students, and it’s critical that 

we navigate this process with informed and unbiased voices in order to reach consensus on our 

design and programmatic objectives. 

 

Much of what we will be accomplishing will be informed by the previous work of the Brighton 

Area Schools Board of Education’s BAS Vision 20/20 initiative. Moving forward, we envision 

this iteration of the Technology Advisory Committee as a partnership between community, 

businesses, and schools, and we can imagine opportunities for collaboration with local colleges 

and universities too. This is the moment where we can bring together a collection of ideas in 

order to pair innovative instruction with a dynamic, future-oriented lab space. 

 

Mission 

Traditionally, the Technology Advisory Committee’s comprehensive mission involved all that is 

tech-related, from facilities and infrastructure, to curriculum and devices. But due to a rather 

constricted design and bid timeline, we will be initially focusing on the direction for the Brighton 

High School STEAM construction. It’s exciting that our group is contributing to the design of the 

forthcoming STEAM spaces and student experiences, not what may be packaged for us. 

Therefore, before we meet on Tuesday, a natural and necessary place to start is to unpack what 

STEAM means. 

 

Defining STEAM 

As you may already be aware, STEAM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and 

Mathematics. Using the BAS Vision 20/20 work and our own ideas involving classroom 

technology, college- and career-readiness, and themes around STEAM, BAS Assistant 

Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction Liz Mosher and I worked together to develop 

some preliminary curricular concepts and student outcomes. These ideas, certainly not 

exhaustive, include: 

 

● Critical thinking / Design thinking / Problem-solving skills 

● Project-based learning 

● Maker spaces 

● Collaboration spaces 

● College- and trade-focused facilities 

● Career pathways 

 

This brainstorming led us to potential STEAM curricular activities for our students, and the 

specific subjects include ideas like: 
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● Computer Assisted Design (CAD) 

● 3D printing 

● Computer coding and App creation 

● Game-based learning 

● Digital media 

● Project Lead The Way (PLTW) 

● Robotics 

● Community-based problem-solving 

● Job shadowing opportunities 

 

But, we now see where the committee’s importance becomes critically apparent: cohesion. Some 

of the resulting STEAM activities are already conducted in our schools, so how do we bring it all 

together? And, having published the above ideas should by no means limit our thinking, and 

we’re anticipating your valuable contributions and feedback. 

 

Questions 

So, we’re now at a crossroads, with a loose idea for how to proceed, but some need for 

clarification and additional ideas. Some uncertainties remain: 
 

● Are all STEAM topics adequately represented? 

● How do we ensure equity of access, how do we balance participation? 

● How will this STEAM space be staffed, what are the expectations for the facility? 

● In what ways could the STEAM Center be used outside of normal school schedules? 

 

Schedule 

Our calendar will involve the monthly meetings, along with visits to STEAM / STEM /Robotics 

destinations. Developing the calendar will be our initial and ongoing task. 

 

Moving Forward 

So, because of your interest in serving on our Technology Advisory Committee and having read 

over this lengthy introduction, you will now be charged with additional reading. In order to 

contribute your own ideas on STEAM instruction, student outcomes, and STEAM facilities, you 

have homework over Super Bowl weekend. 

 

I’m very excited to begin this work with everyone, and I’m looking forward to our conversations 

next week. 
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